
MERRY THOUGHTS, INC. SPRING 2015 ITEMS

YG024 WIND-UP JUMPING EGGS.  
Brightly decorated eggs jump 
forward on little feet when 
wound.  Size: 2 ¾”.  6 styles in 
display box of 12.  $15.00.

XK075 WIND-UP GOSLING/
DUCK.  Cute and colorful baby 
birds that waddle forward 
when wound.  Size: 2” and 3” tall.  
Display box of 12.  $13.50.

YG135 WIND-UP WALKING 
CHICK.  Colorful chick with 
backpack full of eggs walks 
forward on yellow feet when 
wound. Size:  3” tall.  Display box 
of 12.  $13.50.

YD045 WIND-UP GREENLAND 
BUTTERFLY.  Brightly colored 
butterfly with fantastic wings 
moves forward and flaps wings 
when wound.  3 assorted styles. 
Size: 5”. Display box of 12.  
$16.50.

CK108A  FARM PUSHIES. Hard 
plastic farm animals that 
“dance” when you push the 
bottom of the base.  Four 
assorted animals.  Size:  from 
3” to 4”.  Display box of 24.  
$33.00.

ZA045  PAPER ACCORDION.  
Cute, colorfully decorated 
toy accordion makes pleasing 
sounds when operated.  Size: 
5”. Individually polybagged with 
header. Unit of 24.  $27.00.

XK080 WIND-UP DANCING 
TURTLE.  Turtle shuffles 
sideways on hind legs as arms 
wave up and down. Size: 2 ½” 
Display box of 12.  $15.00.  

YG109 WIND-UP DUCK WITH 
MAIL BAG. Yellow ducky with 
blue cap delivers the eggs.  
Waddles forward when wound.  
Size 3”.  Display box of 12. 
$13.50.

YG108 WIND-UP RABBIT WITH 
BASKET. Pink rabbit with bowtie 
and basket of eggs walks 
forward when wound.  Size: 3”. 
Display box of 12. $13.50.



2015 SPRING ITEMS    ORDER 1-800-637-7459

YC067 WIND-UP PLUSH CHICK.  
Wind this fuzzy plush yellow 
chick and watch it zoom forward 
then turn around. Size: 3”. 
Display box of 12. $18.00

YG244  COW HAND PUPPET.  Black 
and white textured vinyl puppet 
with gray horns, black eyes 
and ears and a very lovable 
expression.  Individually poly 
bagged with header. Size: 10”x7”. 
Unit of 12. $54.00

XC057  WIND-UP FROG.  Frog 
scoots sideways on back legs 
and arms move up and down 
when wound..  Size: 2”.  Display 
box of 12. $13.50.

 


